
MinuteMan Press (by coaches John Silva & Enrique Boggio)
After two months of practices and games, the MinuteMan Press team is con-
tinuously improving on their new found skills! Everyone is learning how to work 
as a team and how to pass and share the ball. All the players are practicing 
their ball dribbling technique around pylons and love finishing off with a goal! 
Andrew Schoettler carries the ball with determination while trying to score 
during the games while Cameron Bruno loves to play defense and does a great 
job in limiting the other team’s chances. Madison Riley is always ready to help 
out her team and loves to pass the ball to her team mates. Andrew Goettsche is 
always involved with the play and is always battling for the ball. Olivia Morley 
impresses week after week and always has a positive attitude while Joshua 
Sheppard never gives up and loves to be involved in the action! Great work 
everyone!

Starry Business Solutions (by coach Uwe Samstag-Schnock)
The Starry team is coming together nicely. Newcomer Julia Kerns has been 
welcomed by all and Emily Theoret is guiding her brother Matthew into play, 
while Alessia Mazzocato is taking care off young Cody Ryan when sister Ka-
leigh is not available.
The Orange-Blue squad has worked hard on the basic skills such as throw-ins 
and proper foot kicks. They have mastered the “line-up” concept and sharing 
of the ball (passing). Michela Fortner and Ethan Currie are carrying the ball with 
ease and demonstrate leadership to the younger ones. The toughest player 
on the field is “Tigger” Teagan Duplantis through, who does not give up and 
is found in the midst of all. Lauren McCarthy is becoming a force with quiet 
determination. It is wonderful to see Megan Abrams come to the pitch to learn 
as much as she can to keep up with brother Jack. Starry’s own Faith Augusto 
has mastered the shoelace kick as is working on her inside foot pass. What a 
joy to be with these little stars!

JK Concrete Forming (by coach Uwe for Cory Carter)
It is always a pleasure to be a guest coach to another set of budding Beckhams. 
This yellow-blue JK team rocks! With a perfect balance of experienced and 
novice players, there is a lot of sharing going on. Impressive on the skill de-
velopment level are Nicole Kirin and the ever excitable Brooklyn Slade. Having 
back old-timer Said Peco makes the coach’s life easier as Said already knows 
what to do and can work on fine tuning his skills. JK’s Ethan Guthries-Kirkim-
tzis amazes with enthusiasm and rarely does he lose steam during the running 
drills. Xavier Costa, the kind-hearted senior on this team is ready to move up to 
the U7, perhaps after the break? What a cutie young Eric Proud is – he already 
has a good feel for a volley kick and will follow in Beckham’s footseps for sure. 
I’ll miss running with Caitlin Bradley and Kelsey Harley, who kept outrunning 
the coach down the long stretch of the field.

Milton Community Nursery School (by coaches Tracy Faulkner & Jillian Mo-
randin) 
We are mid-season and the entire team of MCNS has shown leaps & bounds 
with their soccer skill development.    The kids have come a long way with 
their kicks both using the inside of their foot and shoelace kicks.  Robbie Col-
lett demonstrates talent with his strong inside foot kick, while  Alyson Milum 
has a wicked shoe lace kick which sends the ball flying.   Ryan Patterson has 
mastered his ability to dribble the ball up and down the field, while Mathew 
Rye and Ben Parker love the running races we do in warm up, they definitely 
have the speed on the team.  The kids have been practicing their thrown-ins 
and really seem to grasp the concept of trying to keep the ball in play with the 
field markers. Julia Johnson-Chin works hard for the ball and is always first in 
line to take a throw-in.  The team has come to understand which direction they 
should be running in, and really work hard not to run into each other.  We've had 
many hot nights in July and all the kids look forward to the Water Breaks and 
of course Freezies at the end of practice.  Coaches Tracy & Jillian are proud of 
the progress all of the kids have made on the team thus far.  We look forward 
to developing this All Star Team!

Body & Sole 0: 2 Versatile Millwright 
In their second match up of the season, Versatile Millwright was looking for a 
different result than the one which saw Body & Sole win 2-0 in the first week 
of action. It was a cool evening filled with rain and drizzle and both Coaches 
were delighted to see that enough players were available to play a game! Ka-
trina Kanbergs along with Oliver Reyes played great defence to ensure that 
the score line remained 0-0 at half time. Scoring opportunities by Domenic 
King and Justin Bessett gave Body & Sole an opportunity to gain an early lead 
but the Versatile Millwright keeper made sure the ball remained out of the net. 
Nicholas Ianniciello played a great game and made great passes to his team 
mates to set up some scoring opportunities. As more Body & Sole players ar-
rived to the game by half-time, the teams were somewhat outnumbered and 
Robert Simmons showed great sportsmanship by volunteering to help Versatile 
Millwright as goalie. The duo of Corlin Varga and Shannon Sadler (not sure of 
the other girl’s name) made some terrific runs for Versatile Millwright which led 
to two goals late in the second half. Great job by both teams and congratula-
tions to Versatile Millwright on their first victory of the season!

Body & Sole 4 : 2 SNAP Milton
It was an exciting soccer match held on a warm Wednesday night between 
the Body & Sole Team and SnapMilton.  Highlights for B&S include goaltend-
ing from Robert Simmons in the first half and Katrina Kanbergs in the second.  
B&S led the match on goals by Lukas Pacchione.  Scoring was rounded out by 
Robert Simmons, with two goals late in the game.  Madeline Morrison and Mya 
Brathwaite powered the defensive lines in the second half.  Both consistently 
stayed between the attackers and their goal, thwarting many break-aways.  
Dominic King showed great skill in moving the ball up field to his forwards in 
the second half.  Congratulations go out to these two teams, who provided an 
exciting match for the spectators.  Well done.

SNAP Milton 1 : 0 Versatile Millwright
On a cool and rainy Wednesday evening, Snap Milton faced a tenacious and 
resilient side in Versatile Millwright.   The match was filled with some terrific 
teamwork, end to end exciting action and terrific goalkeeping.  Snap Milton 

opened the scoring with an outstanding effort from Noah Mistuzzi just a few 
minutes into the match.  From that point on Versatile Millright turned their game 
up a notch.  Led by the brother and sister duo of Frankie and Corlin Varga; their 
speed and skill put Snap’s defence under constant pressure.  If it hadn’t been 
for Cole DeFazio making his debut in goal for Snap this game could have swung 
the other way.  Time after time Cole kept the opposition at bay with some out-
standing saves.  Twins duet Serena and Selena Teixeira proved to be a valued 
asset with their constant pressure on the opposition.  At the final whistle, Snap 
Milton were victorious one goal to nil.  The rematch in a few weeks should be 
much of the same and one in which we’re all looking forward too.  

Horne Construction 2 : 4 Storage Spot
The formidable orange force shook a little bit tonight as a reduced Horne squad 
played nice passing game against the full roster of Storage Spot. Unlike their 
1st encounter, Horne came close in score and evened out the match before run-
ning out of steam. Great goal tending by Owen Cascagnette was complemented 
by one goal each for Lucas Price and Amadeo Traetto.
Ultimately, it was goalie Taha Majid who kept Storage Spot in the lead with great 
saves and parries. Horne is closing in on orange – the next game is ours.
 
Fiskars 2 : 0 Horne Construction
It was an exciting Wednesday evening when Fiskars took on the vacation re-
duced Horne Construction. A striking goal by Robert Lammers gave Fiskars 
the lead in the first half.  Offensive attacks by Chae-Lynn Bailey and Amanda 
Ianniciello provided some spectacular chances while the defensive plays by 
Emily Doan, Holden Martin and Garth Martin kept Horne Construction score-
less. A second half goal by Adam Svoboda and goaltending by Emily Mogilnicki 
clinched Fiskars a win and season’s first shutout.

Complete Audio Visual 5 : 2 Fiskars
This is the second time these two teams have met this season.  The rematch 
was better than the first time, as the play continued to move end to end.  The 
goalies needed to stay sharp to keep their teams in play.   Team AV was par-
ticularly charged up with the return of Jordan Jones in the line up.  Jordan 
responded by playing well at the midfield position, partaking in a number of 
plays and scoring a goal.  Additional offensive power was provided by Ilmar 
Kanbergs, Jake Michaelis, Vasco Gamero, and Payne Wood.  Savroop Pamma 
and Kennedy Paule shared goaltending work and needed to be sharp to keep 
Team Fiskars at bay.  Fiskars’ own Tanner Dewar responded by scoring a goal 
in the first half. 

Horne Construction 3 : 3 Complete Audio Visual
In their second meet, Horne came out strong and prepared. Having practiced 
working as a team and letting the ball roll, an early goal by Amadeo Traetto 
gave Horne Construction the lead. This was topped by a nice tap-in from stealth 
player Lucas Price. Before the half-time, though, Complete AV’s Payne Wood 
notched a rebounder past goalie Andrew Cascagnette. After half time, trade-in 
Amadeo scored Horne’s third goal, but the yellows put pressure on the reduced 
navy-blue squad completing a 2 goal comeback to tie the game. Outstanding 
play by Isabella Maugerie in defense alongside Julianna Popp who can sweep 
anything out the back. Max Horne and Avery Augusto were the axis on the right, 
while Victoria Peetoom moved many balls up the line to the forwards. Great 
game, good team work, lucky opponent.

Heathwood Homes 6:2 Ryno Renovations
MVP’s: Tomiwa Odemidun and Connor Roberts
Best Sportsperson: Shaan Sohail and Tijn Van Baars
Finally! All the hard work and patience in practice has paid off. After a one 
goal deficit, netted in by the yellow’s Connor Roberts, the green Heathwood’s 
started trusting themselves to let the ball do the work. Three wonderful passing 
plays let to goals by Tomiwa Odemidun, after a final give by Gabe Pacchione. 
Then Gabe had a goal on a break away, as did the gazelle Tomiwa. Again, smart 
passing led to Patryk Kaminska scoring after a set up by Tomiwa. The pair 
reversed the play for a 4 goal lead. Gabe Pacchione would finally lob one in 
the net. In the dying minutes of the game, Tristan Kovac score a beautiful goal 
on a turn around for Ryno Renovations. Of note, though, wasn’t the goals, but 
the passing among Heathwood and their desire to get to the ball first. Goalies 
Patryk and Farzad Najem kept the yellows at bay, while Shaan Sohail cleaned 
out any dangerous break-aways. Contributing to the movement of the play in 
mid field were Pauline Kaminska and Daniel Kupiec. Heathwood’s solid defense 
was complemented Andrea Mariles and Lazaros Manolakos. All in all, it was a 
delight to see the underdogs showing off their team work. Go Dream team go!

Milton 1 : 2 Cardinals
In an exhibition game against the out-of-town Cardinals, our select group of 
U10s played a good game against the more experienced red-jackets. After an 
early lead through Milton’s Isaac Mistruzzi on a great pass by Stephan Sookbir, 
teams traded attacks on an equal basis with many chances on either side. 
However, Milton’s defense was solid with Zach Boswell, Lazaros Manolakos 
and Ryan Nowak keeping pressure away from goalie Ilmar Kanbergs. Newcom-
ers Joshua Blazina and Will Duggin rounded out the forward line. We took this 
opportunity to let younger stars experience the pressure of advanced play and 
Julianna Popp, Anje Samstag-Schnock, Daniel and Adam Svoboda, as well as 
Jake and Cole Michaelis, all stood their ground against the all-boys Cardinals. 
We are all looking forward to the away game in August.

Mark	your	calendar	–	Tournament	Day	is	on	Saturday	September	8th	
Competitions,	action	photography,	BBQ,	medals,	trophies,	and	more.

Thank	You	Sobey’s,	for	supplying	our	players	with	freezies!
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U12 Competitive Standings
Team  GF      GA    W       L       T        P
Heathwood Homes 10        24    1        5    1        4
Ryno Renovations 10        19    2        4       1        7
Team Tiger  20         7    5        2       0       15
Montana’s Cookhouse 18         7    5        2       0       15
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